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Harald Lubbinge, new
Managing Director
As per the 1st of September 2021, Rondal appoints Harald Lubbinge as
Managing Director. In recent years Rondal has made great strides towards
industry leadership in the design, production and supply of custom
composite products for large sailingyachts and motoryachts. Rondal is
especially well known for its quality and expertise in masts, integrated
sailing systems, carbon composite structures, windbreaks, hatches and
entrances. A capability that extends to a much broader range of specialised
individual components, all designed to order and built to perfection.
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The creation of successful products
demands a successful and visionary
team. We are delighted to announce
an important strengthening of the
talented team with the appointment
of Harald Lubbinge as Managing
Director from 1st September 2021.
Harald’s leadership will undoubtedly
prove to be another decisive step
towards achieving our goal of
becoming the marine industry’s
leading composite manufacturer in
the years to come.

To quote Harald:

Harald has extensive management
experience in technologydriven, project-based production
companies. During his career as
COO and director of projects in
companies ranging in size from 75
to 800 employees, he specialised in
international business operations and
setting up organisations to achieve
healthy growth and sustainable
competitive advantage.

We are indebted to
Matthijs Jonker for his valuable
contribution to Rondal’s
management over the past two
and a half years and we wish him
well in new ventures.

“It’s great to be able to
combine your hobby with your
profession in a beautiful marine
environment, where I will
feel honoured to lead Rondal
and contribute to the growth
and development of a truly
extraordinary company.”
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Captive performance winches
Optimisation
drive to achieve speeds of up
to 75m/min. Moreover, its new
configuration enables a selection
between 250 and 300 bar system pressure. In
addition we have been working on our electrically driven
“High speed High load” winches: the new engine developed
for the ERW18000 unit will provide a maximum speed of
+/-100m/min. and we will make sure to keep you informed
about this exciting project – the first tests are scheduled to
take place later this year.

Latest Light Weight winch design

Integrated control

Rondal is working on the optimization of its Light Weight range.

This is the new concept for smart winch control. For electric

Objective is to reduce the winches’ weight even further whilst

winches, we are looking at frequency control functionality and

preserving the reliability that clients have come to expect from

safety features whereby the yacht’s system only needs to supply

Rondal, and enhancing the range’s strongpoint characteristics of

joystick signals and a minimum of supporting input. The same

being light, silent, and strong.

can be done for hydraulic winches, enabling standard brake

Optimizing materials

functionality and sheaves for flow control, whilst providing the

We are reviewing the selection of materials for our winch

same primary control for safety features as for electric winches.

design, considering the use of composite (for drums), aluminium

Roadmap to winch future

(for frames) and titanium (for sheave guides) to achieve the

Every aspect of all of our winches is constantly being reviewed

functionality and corrosion resistance that we are after, whilst

to ensure the best possible product for our clients. “More winch

also focusing on the insulation of the various components. The

feedback” is one of the properties that we are working on, to

ideal combination saves weight and cost, and “keeps it simple”

give a crew that much wanted ability to “sense” the winch while

in terms of installation.

operating it. A constant monitoring of capacity, speed and the

Drive optimisation

intensity of operation will allow the operator to know when a

Higher line speeds are also being researched to further
increase performance; so we are developing the hydraulic

winch is at risk of overloading – and where to find its limits in
those all-important regatta conditions!

New spreader design
A slim improvement
Our design & engineering department have really outdone

our continuous effort to tweak and tune for performance

themselves... again! This time, they came up with an updated

improvements. Needless to say: without any

spreader design giving it a slight curve, but more notably, a

compromise to its strength, stiffness

significant slimmer profile. This updated design is not only

and reliability.

aesthetically pleasing, but also decreases windage in
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Life after launch
Service support package

Having Rondal equipment installed on a yacht
is like making it part of a family; establishing an
ongoing close relationship with our team, which
is always ready to provide service and support
on site, around the globe, 24/7. Whether
your yacht is on a holiday cruise, a remote
expedition or taking part in a prestigious
regatta, we are well aware that enjoying a yacht
means precious time spent onboard a realised
dream. Therefore, minimizing and preventing
downtime is of the utmost importance.
Our conventional service package can be
enhanced with a Service Level Agreement to
guarantee that the essence and pedigree of the
Rondal equipment is retained at all times. To
demonstrate its engagement and commitment,
Rondal is proud to offer as our Service Support
Package:

Service
Support Package
• Practical support for the Owner;
• Support for yachts, provided
onboard by Rondal’s service team
during Cup races and regattas:

» Checks
» During practice sessions on
board at regattas

»
»
»
»

During the regatta itself
Specialized aftercare
Tuning and rig checks
Minimising/eliminating
downtime by providing smart
onsite solutions.

Please contact Wim Mooiweer for
more information: T: +31 623 683 507
or E: w.mooiweer@rondal.com
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Radar mast on
M/Y Broadwater
The radar mast of M/Y Broadwater was delivered as a turn-key

of carbon composite provides substantial advantages, as the

project to the Huisfit shipyard and has since been installed

weight saving in general improves performance and efficiency.

successfully.

Saving weight aloft, makes for a significant improvement to
the stability of a yacht by achieving a lower center of gravity.

This is where Rondal proves its value; compacting decades of

In addition, composite affords the designer “freedom of

superyacht building and composite experience to ensure a

geometry”, allowing for more appealing aesthetics. Composite

high-end final product whilst providing equally superb service.

has no corrosive properties and minimal thermal expansion,

Thanks to a close collaboration with engineering specialists

making it an ideal building material.

Solico Engineering and advanced composite supplier Gurit,
Rondal was able to deliver unrivalled quality.

Interested? Please do not hesitate to enquire about similar or
other composite applications and solutions.

Broadwater’s composite radar mast structure is primarily
constructed from carbon fiber. The weight vs. strength ratio
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